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I.  Biblical Reference ~ Psalm 119:1-12 

 

Happy are people of integrity,who follow the law of the LORD.  

Happy are those who obey his decrees and search for him with all their hearts.  

They do not compromise with evil, and they walk only in his paths.  

You have charged us to keep your commandments carefully.  

Oh, that my actions would consistently reflect your principles!  

Then I will not be disgraced when I compare my life with your commands.  

When I learn your righteous laws, I will thank you by living as I should!  

I will obey your principles.  Please don't give up on me!  

How can a young person stay pure?  By obeying your word and following its rules.  

I have tried my best to find you — don't let me wander from your commands.  

I have hidden your word in my heart, that I might not sin against you.  

Blessed are you, O LORD; teach me your principles.  

NLT 

 

II.  Introductory Thoughts 
 

This chapter presents fifteen skill sets to help parents become better moms and dads.  It’s not as 

if one can reduce the complex task of parenting down to fifteen skills.  Much, perhaps most 

parenting is done instinctively ~ based more upon who the parents are and what they learned 

from their own parents.   

 

Yet it can be helpful to build “working principles” into one’s mind ~ principles that are used to 

provide guidance and wisdom, especially during the difficult moments that parents have with 

their children from time to time.   

 

Each of the following skills has a spiritual component.  They are each part of training up a child 

in the ways of the Lord.   

 

A.  Focus on strengths. 

 

This concept is more broadly elaborated elsewhere in other works by this author (see 

www.family-legacy-institute.com).  The parental habit to overcome is that of focusing your 

http://www.family-legacy-institute.com/


attention primarily upon your child’s weaknesses, bad behaviors, failures, incomptencies, and 

mistakes.  Some parents seldom speak to their children except when the kid has goofed up.  This 

is counterproductive to parenting objectives, because when a parent gives their attention mainly 

in response to their child’s negative behavior, it tends to reinforce the very negative behavior that 

parents hope to eradicate.  Some parents make the situation even worse by escalating the use of 

power (spankings, grounding, etc.) so frequently that even punishment loses its ability to guide 

the child. 

 

The better solution is to learn the parenting skill of focusing your attention upon your child’s 

strengths, competencies, and positive behavior.  This doesn’t have to be either difficult or 

dishonest.  Once a parent learns how to use this skill, it becomes an easy and productive part of 

every day’s interactions with the child.  Here are ten examples of how this skill is put to use: 

1. A child comes to breakfast wearing a yellow shirt ~ the parent comments about how great 

the child look in yellow. 

2. A parent notices a brother walk past his sister without cuffing her.  The parent says, 

“Hey, way to go ~ good job ~ proud of you.” 

3. A child brings home his/her homework.  The parent comments about how responsible the 

child is.  (This works just as well for second graders as it does for high school seniors.) 

4. A parent notices their kid comes home at the hour requested after an evening outing, and 

complements the child for being responsible. 

5. A child brushes their teeth ~ the parent complements them for having great oral hygiene 

and fresh breath. 

6. A parent asks a child to help clear the supper dishes, and when the child helps, the parent 

thanks the child for their being such a helpful part of the family. 

7. A child brings home a report card with 2 As, 2 Bs, and 2 Cs.  The parent points out how 

proud the child must be of those As and Bs.   

8. A parent asks the child to make his/her bed every morning.  Then, the parent 

complements the child for being obedient, and for having a well made bed. 

9. A child sits quietly in church one Sunday ~ the parent complements the child for being 

quiet and attentive.   

10. A parent asks a child to help rake the lawn.  When the child does, the parent thanks the 

child for being such a terrific helper. 

 

It’s easy to find things to complement, and focusing on these things tends to reinforce our 

children’s strengths.  That’s a key task in parenting ~ helping our kids find and develop their 

individual strengths.  Scripture teaches us how to do this.  It says, “Fix your thoughts on what is 

true and honorable and right. Think about things that are pure and lovely and admirable. Think 

about things that are excellent and worthy of praise.”  (Phil 4:8 ~ NLT).  This verse is worth 

memorizing, hanging on the fridge, and regularly reflecting on.  It has enormous potential to 

strengthen your parenting.   

 

Your children’s weaknesses will always be there.  Certainly, part of the task of parenting is to 

help your children overcome their weaknesses.  But if a parent focuses too much on overcoming 

their child’s weaknesses, the child will assume they’re weak.  By contrast, if a parent focuses 

primary energy on pointing out and enhancing a child’s strengths, the child will assume they’re 

competent, and will build toward competence. 



 

An exercise parents can do to check their own tendency to be either positive or      negative with 

their kids, is to take a 3 X 5 card, draw a line down the center, and then  

put a (+) on one side of the line, and a (–) on the other side.  Then monitor your 

conversations with your kids.  In every situation in which you give positive input, give yourself a 

check on the (+) side.  In every situation in which you give negative input, give yourself a check 

on the (–) side.  Then in a week, tally the sides.  This may give you insight as to whether you’re 

primarily positive or negative as a parent.  It may also provide helpful information regarding 

your children’s attitude toward you. 

 

Five Minute Reflection 

 

When you were a child, did your parents tend to guide and motivate your behavior primarily 

through positive means such as pointing out your successes, or through negative means such as 

scolding and/or spanking?  And what impact did that parenting style have upon your self-

esteem? 

 

B.  Use choices to guide behavior 

 

A parenting trap into which many parents fall, is that of using force too often in order to guide 

their children’s behavior.  One means of providing guidance to children, and yet avoiding this 

trap, is to use choices to guide their behavior.  This means mastering the art of learning how to 

determine acceptable options (i.e., “acceptable” to the parent, not necessarily the child.) 

 

Here’s what it means to determine the options.  Let’s say a child wants an ice-cream cone…. 


